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SHIBinBLACK
INTRODUCTION
The flight of SHIBinBLACK starts from the consideration of communities that arise spontaneously in the
context of decentralized relations. These communities confirm the nature of the individual who in history
has become the protagonist of the greatest social revolutions which, by combining the vital energies
arising from the dream of improving human life, have contributed to the progress of humanity.
A progress achieved thanks to the conquest of freedom from the rigid structures of central power. Free
to discover his own identity and freeing himself from traditional patterns, man has been able to identify
new ways of relating to his fellow men and at the same time solve the problems of all humanity. The path
is still long before reaching a model that can be considered perfect, but the successes achieved teach us
that the shared strength of the individuals who make up a community is fundamental to change what
does not work.
From this consideration it emerges that the interconnection existing between each individual must be
continuously developed as it is happening with the exchange of information running on the blockchains.
SHIBinBLACK is born from this consideration. It makes itself available to its community to gather the
energies of those who, believing in the decentralization of relationships, combine their energies by
dreaming of a single project.
Now we are in a crucial moment of innovation. With a simple click, man is in possession of information in
the past held by those who imposed political, educational and financial models with the aim of
dominating man.
SHIBinBLACK intends to contribute to the continuous formation of decentralized communities by
helping mankind in his constant conquest of freedom and knowledge.
SHIBinBLACK, to facilitate the exchange of information, runs on the BSC blockchain, uniting men and
women who, by joining the community, fight every day for the freedom of the individual.
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W H A T I S SHIBinBLACK?
SHIBinBLACK is a computer application called "smart contract". This application incorporates
programmed functions in solidity and interacts with software and IT protocols, perfecting its contractual
agreements on the advanced platform of Binance Smart Chain. It is on this platform that the clauses of
the smart contract are perfected, ensuring that anyone who interacts with it obtains and releases what is
agreed in the contract itself.
The SHIBinBLACK smart contract code provides for the immediate enabling of trading. The Boolean
value of the "trading status" is already set to "true". This means, to guarantee the trading itself, that it
cannot be subsequently disabled by the write function provided by the BSC platform. Once the contract
has been published and verified on BSC, trading can only start after the addition of liquidity that will
initially be initiated between SHIBinBLACK and BNB.

WHY BINANCE SMART CHAIN
When the development team analyzed the various existing blockchains, they preferred the one on which
communities meet more easily thanks to the strong competitiveness of the execution costs of each
individual contract. We believe it is essential to facilitate the union of the energies of individuals without
burdening them with high costs for their participation in the social life of communities.
SHIBinBLACK 's smart chain intends to interact in the phase of its launch with Binance Coin (BNB)
which is the crypto currency of the Binance exchange platform. This virtual currency, over the last year,
has aroused wide interest as it is the crypto currency of the largest crypto currency exchange in the
world. And it is with the whole world that SHIBinBLACK intends to act and make itself known.

WHAT THE SMART CONTRACT
SHIBinBLACK D O E S
SHIBinBLACK in its contract, 10% of all executions of the contract are intended to distribute the crypto
currency SHIB to the holders of the Token that tracks the movements of the smart contract. This
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distribution takes place in proportion to the amount of the SHIBinBLACK Token held by each individual
holder in his personal wallet (eg. Trust wallet or Metamaask).
SHIBinBLACK has in its contract an anti-whale system to avoid alterations (up or down) in the price. In
fact, a max transaction of 2.5% and a max wallet of 5% are envisaged.

THE SMART CONTRACT
O F SHIBinBLACK I S A N T I - W H A L E S !
SHIBinBLACK has a limit of 2,5% for each transaction and 5% for each wallet. This limit was
established to prevent the so-called "whales" from carrying out transactions with high amounts at each
execution of the contract, which could damage, in the event of a transfer, the trading value of the token
and therefore the value of each individual holder

THE SMART CONTRACT OF SHIBinBLACK I S A N T I –
SCAM !
In the SHIBinBLACK smart contract, the following "external" functions not been used : fee modification,
modification of the max transaction and of the max wallet. This means that the owner cannot change
these conditions after the launch of the Crypto, damaging the holders.

AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION
OF REWARDS
The contract provides for the automatic distribution of rewards in SHIB at each execution of the
contractual clauses. The holder does not have to perform any action as it would do with many other
smart contracts in circulation that distribute rewards to their holders. The automatic distribution is a
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crucial point of the contract because it avoids that the holders sustain the payment of commissions
during the claim phase of the prizes or on Bsc Scan or on applications made available by the team.

TOKENOMICS
The Supply is 1,000,000,000.000 tokens that track the smart contract.
95% of this amount is added to the liquidity added to the Pancakeswap decentralized exchange.
5%, which is the maximum transaction amount (see below) provided for by the smart contract, is stored
in the team's wallet. Its function will be that of its possible use in favor of marketing initiatives.

FEE
- 10% rewards distribution in XRP;
- 1% liquidity fee (for each transaction, 2% will increase liquidity)
- 5% marketing fee

ROADMAP
1 PHASE
- Website launch
- Twitter launch
- 1,500 telegram members
- Initial liquidity on PCS and locked on MUDRA
- Launch on PANCAKESWAP

2 PHASE
- Plan of marketing
- 5,000 telegram members
- Addition of liquidity on the pairs SHIBinBLACK / BNB
- Usd 500,000 Usd of market capital

3 PHASE
- 7,500 telegram members
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- Listing on Coinmarketcapital and Coingeko
- Usd 1,000,000 Usd of market capital

CONCLUSIONS
The team of volunteers has done a great job for the construction and launch of SHIBinBLACK.
Believing in decentralization will work to create a community that without a direct leader ship can steer
SHIBinBLACK in its direction.
The team's task, in the initial phase, will be to protect the name and the community from scammers who
attack the hopes of each individual every day on the Blockcahin. The smart contract will therefore be
verified on the Bsc Scan block chain and verified by https://www.honeypot.is/

Thanks to each of you, without whose participation it would not exist SHIBinBLACK !.
….. Now the time has come to contribute to the change. Let's do it !

SOCIAL
Website : https://shibinblack.com/
Facebook : https://m.facebook.com/groups/1137965043684239
Facebook : https://m.facebook.com/shibinblack
Instagram : https://instagram.com/p/CbawjskgLDM
Reddit : https://reddit.com/user/Shibinblack/
Discord : https://discord.gg/cP5j4qf9)
Tiktok : https://vm.tiktok.com/ZMLT3GvDJ/
Youtube : https://youtube.com/channel/UCABTH7Bsa0-xHpyxhHtqF6A
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